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Message from the HOD 

 

I am delighted to announce the upcoming release of 

the inaugural edition of our E-magazine, "গণিতOID," from 

the Department of Mathematics at Dudhnoi College. This 
marks a significant milestone as the magazine has been 
entirely crafted and conceptualized by our students under 
the guidance of our dedicated teachers. As an integral 
member of the department, I feel honored and extend my 
gratitude to all our students for presenting such a 
captivating and creative idea. This initiative not only showcases their talents but 
also reflects their hard work, serving as an inspiration for many in the times ahead. 

Our primary objective is to foster a culture of creative thinking among 

students, facilitating their overall learning and growth. The pages of "গণিতOID" 

offer a sneak peek into the various activities that unfolded during the academic 
year, encompassing workshops, seminars, talks, trips, the annual departmental 
fest, and associated events. I am truly grateful to our undergraduate students for 
their active participation, fostering a collaborative team spirit. My sincere thanks 
go out to them for their invaluable contribution. 

To all my dear students, your future journey will be designed based on the 

path you choose today.  

Best Wishes for a successful and flourishing future. 
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Message from the Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Esteemed readers, 

I am delighted to share the news that the Department of Mathematics 
of Dudhnoi College is on the verge of releasing its inaugural E-Magazine, 

"গণিতOID." The relentless efforts invested since 2022 have paved the way 

for the realization of this momentous occasion. 

Much like a college magazine serves as a mirror reflecting the essence 
of an institution, an E-magazine specific to a department mirrors the 
entirety of that department. This E-Magazine is meticulously crafted to 
capture the thoughts, perspectives, and intellectual endeavors of both 
students and faculty. With this, I express my sincere wish for the continued 
success and journey of this E-magazine. 

  

Dr. Lalit Ch. Rabha  
Principal of Dudhnoi College 
Dudhnoi, Assam 
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EDITORIAL 

"গণিতOID" marks the debut of our departmental E-magazine, where 

the term "গণিতOID" originates from the fusion of "Ganit" and "OID." The 

latter, a Greek word, is ingeniously employed to echo the preceding term 
"Ganit." Ganit embodies a continuous process of knowledge acquisition at 
every step of life. 

The editorial board consistently contributes the finest and most 
original content to the E-magazine. The overwhelming response from both 
students and esteemed teachers, sharing their thoughts, has left us 
astounded. 

"গণিতOID" serves as a creative platform for the burgeoning talents 

within our department. As students and teachers of the Mathematics 
Department at Dudhnoi College, we strive to convey our thoughts and 

creativity through the pages of "গণিতOID." 

In curating the content for the inaugural edition, we endeavored to 
include all deserving poems and articles. We anticipate that the first edition 

of "গণিতOID" will set a high standard with its innovative content, 

undoubtedly surprising the readers. We collectively aspire for the 

continued growth and success of "গণিতOID" within our department, and 

we welcome your valuable feedback through the departmental email at 

1976mathematics@gmail.com. 

 

 

With regards, 

Jasmine Rabha 
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Dedicated to 
Respected 

Dr. Bharat Borah  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

এই শ্লোকে আভোে অজ্ঞোনৰ ৰো সতযলৈ লৈ মোয় , জ্ঞোনৰ শ্োহকৰ অজ্ঞোনৰ 
অন্ধেোৰ আঁতৰোই ভতৃয যৰ ৰো ভতৃয যহীনতোলৈ লৈ মোওে।  
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A truly amazing teacher is hard 
to Find, difficult to part with 
and impossible to forget. 

 

 

Some days in life are really unforgettable one .You truly are a standout teacher 

because of your sheer dedication to your students when teaching Math, you always made 

extra sure that we understood the topic properly . We can’t express how much we have 

enjoyed being in your class. 

 I just wanted to take some time to discuss about the journey to proper of Lt. Bharat 

Borah. He was born in a town Nagaon on 01/03/1984. He was growing as like other child 

when he reached at the age of 4 he start going school in Hatisang M.V. School, he was quiet 

a bright student have ever found. In this way he have done well and completed his Primary 

School. Right after finishing school he joined High School name Kuyidah Higher Secondary 

School and passed out H.S.L.C in a year 2000 and also HSSLC in a year 2002. He have 

completed his school life peacefully and with a great hope started his college life in Nagaon 

College at the year of 2003 with a Major in Mathematics and done very well over this 

journey and passed out in a year 2005. In a year 2007 he did his Master in Mathematics from 

Cotton College (Guwahati). Again he joined NEHU University for M.Phill in 2009. 

 On the same university he did PhD in a year 2016. In this way he struggle a life to 

prosper. His 1
st
 priority was to achieve his goal. He never looked back whatever the situation 

arises in front of him  but marched forward and finally sir got a Government job in a 

Dudhnoi College as an Assistant Professor of mathematics department. But his destiny was 

not in his favor. He suffered from COVID-19 and lost a life during the pandemic 

02/06/2021. With a deep emotion and grieve we have said him a good-bye May his soul rest 

in peace. Sir will always be in the midst of our heart. The college has lost an incredible life. 

You have our sincere condolences. Our deepest sympathies and unending respect go out to 

you, sir. 

 

         Subarna Banik 
Student, Dudhnoi College  
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Mathematics is our department 

Subarna Banik (B.Sc. 6th Semester) 

Mathematics is our department 
Where we get a compartment 

Our professors were so good in teaching 
So we are always in a mood of catching 

Maths is everywhere all around 
Everywhere they can be found. 

Numbers is compulsory in every walk of life 
Everybody knows as a strive 

`This is the only numbers which used to put 
On progress report 

Which is our future’s great support 
It’s very tough to learn complex 

Whereas confusable simplex 
How to solve transportation problem 

Without knowing what is row and column 
I don’t know what I would be 
If maths weren’t a part of me 
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আশাৰ প্ৰদীপ 

নযকৰ জোন্নোত(আগৰ ণিক্ষোৰ্থী) 

এই ণফিোৈ ণফশ্বৰ ধ্বণন শুণন 

শ্তোভোৰ ফযকুত পয ণৈক ো আণভ 

নোনো ৰকূ নোনো শ্ফকি 

 জ্ঞোনৰ শ্োহৰ ণফৈোইক ো আণভ  

নৱপ্ৰজন্ৰ সূৰুজ আণভ 

আণভকয়ই উজ্বৈোভ এই ণফশ্ব বূণভ 

আণভ সযবোষ, আণভ ণফশ্বোস 

আণভ  োত্ৰ  োত্ৰী। 

অজস্ৰ ভোনযহৰ ভনত ৰ্থোকেো আণভ  

উজ্জ্বৈ বণফষযতৰ আিো আণভ 

সদোয় সকেতন, দঢৃ় ণফশ্বোস গোভী 

আণভকয় শ্সৌৰব আণভকয় শ্গৌৰৱ  

আণভ  োত্ৰ  োত্ৰী। 
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সৃষ্টি 

টয ফযৈয নোৰ্থ (আগৰ ণিক্ষোৰ্থী) 

সৃণি, এে নতয ন মযগৰ আৰম্ভণন। 

ধ্বংসোত্মেৰ ৰো সৃজনোত্মেলৈ 

শ্তোভোকৰ অফদোন। 

এে সৃণিৰ আঁৰত ৰ্থোকে 

অসহয দযখ মন্ত্ৰনো 

তৰ্থোণ, 

উেোই ণদকয় সযখৰ দণৈেো। 

ণিকৈ ণিকৈ শ্েেো খোই অহো 

জযণৰণতকয় অসংখয শ্ফদনো ফযকুত লৈ 

ণফিোৈ সভতৈত শ্ভণৈ ণদকয় দযফোহু । 

  ঠিে শ্তকনদকৰ  

সৃণি সোধনোইকহ ণফয়োই ণনফ 

শ্তোভোে দৰূ ণদগন্তলৈ । 

তয ণভ সোধনোত  ভগ্ন শ্হোৱো 

শ্তোভোৰ েৰিীয়কফোৰ এেোগ্ৰতোকৰ েণৰ শ্মোৱো 

ণনস্বোৰ্থথবোকৱ.... 

শ্দণখফো সপৈতোই শ্তোভোৰ ভূৰ েয ণভফ। 
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Poem on maths 

       Junmoni Kalita 

         B.Sc. 6th semester 

Maths you make all sad 
Why should you not make 

Them glad? 
Maths you are precious like gold 

Which is not to be sold. 
Maths you are wealth 

People say you are not good 
For health 

Maths you are lovely friend 
People don’t realize till the end 
Maths you have many doubt 

That’s why people shout. 
Maths you are very strong 
You prove people wrong. 

Why people hate you 
They should love you. 
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আশা 

Bidyut Kalita 

 (B.Sc. 4th semester) 

আশাৰ বাতকুষ্টৰ 

আৰু অস্নক্ষাত ভই 

ষ্টকভান কষ্টৰস্নলা অষ্টতক্ৰভ 

আৰম্ভ হ’ল ডকষ্টতণা 

আৰু ইণাৰ ডশ’ৰ্ ক’ত 

নাাস্নলা ডমন এস্নকাস্নৱই উভান 

বাষ্টফস্নছা ভাস্নথা আৰু ডম ষ্টকভান 

সষ্টজফ হহ থাষ্টকফ ডন 

আশাৰ বাতকুষ্টৰ! 
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ভাতৃস্নেহ 

ষ্টিৰৱ জজযাষ্টি ৰাভা  

B.Sc. 4th semester 

এই ষ্টফশ্বজগতৰ      ডেষ্ঠ ভাতৃ তুষ্টভ   

ক’ৰ ৰা নু আষ্টহলা আই তুষ্টভ ? 

ডভষ্টলস্নলাঁ প্ৰথভ      দুষ্টি নণন  

ডতাভাৰ ডকালাস্নত আই। 

সংসাৰৰ দুখ কি      ীডা সহয কষ্টৰ  

কষ্টৰলা সন্তানক গুণী জ্ঞানী । 

ষ্টদলা জ্ঞান       ষ্টদলা শষ্টি, বষ্টি  

আুষ্টন এই ষ্টফশ্বব্ৰহ্মাণ্ডৰ সফ্স্নেষ্ঠ ভাতৃ । 

ভাতৃ তুষ্টভ       ষ্টশকালা সন্তানক  

জণ ,গান ,সন্মান 

আষ্টজও এই       উহাৰ ষ্টফশ্বৰ  

ঘস্নৰ ঘস্নৰ ফাষ্টজস্নছ জণ গান । 

তাকাৰ ৰং      ডসউজীণা ফগা ডগৰুৱা 

আুষ্টন এই সংসাৰৰ ফীৰ গুৰু ভাঁ। 
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হালুৱাষ্টন ছাব্ৰা ষ্টচং 

হাছং ষ্টজব্ৰা ৰাছাভফাতাং 

ৰাংছাঙা খাভকাণ আকুৰকাণ গানষ্টজ 

খাাক তুষ্টচষ্টত ডতাৱা হুষ্টতষ্টন ডফৌল। 

ৰাংচাকষ্টত াস্নক ডতাংকাণ ৰাংছাং আস্নৰা 

ছাষ্টল াথাষ্টৰ কুতুংকাণ ষ্টচকা  

ষ্টচস্নভ ডখস্নঙ ডতাঙা তাষ্টিণা।    চাওছাস্নফ ডজৌভাংফা ডছানাষ্টচ চাস্নঙাৱা 

ছাওন ৰাংস্নে হাষ্টচ হা াস্নক    ষ্টদান ভাণ ভাণৰুংষ্টন ডগৌন 

ডছস্নত ৰাকাণ ষ্টচষ্টঙ     ছুভব্ৰুক ছুভব্ৰুক নাষ্টছ ডখৌছ্ৰাঙা ডফৌছুস্নভৌতা।  

আস্নঘান ৰাংস্নেষ্টন ডছানাষ্টছ গা    ডজৌভাংফা াৰ গান্দা াৰা 

ডছানাষ্টন চাষ্টৰ ডকন গান্দা ডজৌভাং।   খুস্নচভ খুচাৰ নাণ ডৰঙা ৰং তাভাছাষ্টন ষ্টভষ্টন 

ছাভস্নছাস্নক ডতাৱা ডগাছা আছাষ্টন তাষ্টিকাণ ডজৌভাং  হালুৱাষ্টন ছাব্ৰা ষ্টচং। 

ষ্টচষ্টঙ ডনভষ্টছ কাালাষ্টন আংকা নাণ ডৰঙা। 

ৰাংস্নে ষ্টষ্টৰ চুংস্নজৌন ত্ৰাস্নৱ ডৰৌফাকাণ গান্দা 

চুস্নঙ ত্ৰাস্নৱ ডৰৌফা ডখনস্নছ্ৰংকাণ ডজৌভাং  
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হালুৱাষ্টি ছাব্ৰা (ৰাভা কষ্টিিা) 
সযন্দৰভ ৰোবো (B.Sc. 4th Semester) 



 

 

 

ফ’হাগ 

Rupjyoti Kalita (B.Sc. 4th semester) 

ফ’হাগ ভাহত কুষ্টলস্নণ 

কত’ ষ্টক গীত গাণ, 

কুহু কুহু কষ্টৰ গাই থাস্নকাস্নত 

ফ’হাগ গুষ্টচ মাণ । 

কুষ্টলৰ ভাত শুষ্টন কষ্টফ-ককাহঁস্নত 

কষ্টফতা ৰস্নচ, 

কুষ্টলৰ ভাত শুষ্টনস্নল ডভাৰ 

ফৰ বাল লাস্নগ। 
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ডেউকা 

        ধস্নজন্দ্ৰ ৰাবা ( ষ্টশক্ষক ) 

সস্নানৰ ডেউকা ডভষ্টললল কষ্টৰস্নলা ঁ

উচ্ছ্ৰণ থলল অকলশস্নৰ 

দুখৰ ভাজস্নতা সুখৰ সংজ্ঞা ষ্টফচাষ্টৰ 

স্বচ্ছন্দ ষ্টচস্নত ওলাস্নলা ঁঅতীতক াহষ্টৰ 

অজ্ঞাত জীৱন মাতনাৰ 

ভাণাভণ ডখল ডখষ্টলভ ফুষ্টল। 

জীৱন মুজঁৰ ডখাস্নজ ডখাস্নজ শুষ্টনস্নছা ঁ

অস্নলখ জনৰ ডসাৰ-ডসাৰষ্টণ শব্দ 

ন-নসস্ননানৰ দুষ্টলভুখত 

অদৃি সস্নানৰ ভাণাভণ ডখল 

অশ্ৰুৰ ডদউল তনাস্নচ সুখদা 

এণাইস্নন স্ৰিাজনৰ আস্নলাকনীষ্টত ! 

দূৰন্ত ডফলাস্নতা ধৃৰু্লহ 

হাঁষ্টহভুস্নখ মাভ ফুষ্টল ওলাস্নলা 

দুগ্ভবৰা জীৱনৰণত 

আকাংশা ডসাণালীৰ ৰথত উষ্টি। 
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শুক্ৰাচায্য ৰাভাক সৱঁুষ্টৰ এটি চমু ষ্টলখষ্টি 

অসীভ কুভাৰ ৰাবা আৰু ষ্টদগম্বৰ ৰাবা (B.Sc.  4th Semester) 

 

ষ্টিভ অসভৰ ডগাৱালাৰা ষ্টজলাৰ এখন দুগ্ভ গাঁও ৰাভুৰত ১৯৭৭ 

চনত জন্মেহণ কষ্টৰষ্টছল শুক্ৰাচাম্য ৰাবা। স্থানীণ জনজাতীণ ডলাকৰ হসস্নত ডতওঁ 

নািয প্ৰচাৰৰ ফাস্নফ কাভ কষ্টৰফলল আৰম্ভ কস্নৰ। কভ সভণৰ ষ্টবতৰস্নত ডতওঁ  

ফহুসংখযক নািকৰ ডলখক আৰু ষ্টৰচালনা কষ্টৰষ্টছল আৰু ডদশৰ ষ্টবতৰত 

এজন অননয নািয কভ্ী ষ্টহচাস্ন স্বীকৃষ্টত লাব কষ্টৰষ্টছল। গুৱাহািীত নািয 

ষ্টৰচালনা আৰু ষ্টেজাইন ষ্টফৰ্ণক কভ্শালাত অংশেহণ কৰাৰ ষ্টছত ভষ্টণুৰৰ 

ইম্ফলৰ কলাস্নক্ষত্ৰত এইচ কানহাইলাল আৰু সাষ্টফত্ৰীৰ অধীনত দুফছৰ ধষ্টৰ 

প্ৰষ্টশক্ষণ লণ। ১৯৯৮ চনত ডতওঁ ষ্টনজৰ গাঁৱৰ োভয নািয ডকন্দ্ৰ ফােুংেুপ্পা নাভৰ নািযস্নগাষ্ঠী প্ৰষ্টতষ্ঠা 

কষ্টৰ জীৱনৰ আৰম্ভষ্টণস্নত মুৱ প্ৰষ্টতবা ষ্টহচাস্ন ষ্টচনাষ্টক অজ্ন কষ্টৰষ্টছল। ডতওঁ ৰাবা , ফস্নডা আৰু 

ডনালী বাৰ্াৰ ডকইফাখস্ননা নািক ষ্টৰচালনা কষ্টৰষ্টছল।স্নতওঁ নািক ডফাৰ ফাষ্টৰ্্ক ভুকষ্টল আকাশৰ 

তলত নাি ভস্নহাৎসৱ -- 'আণ্ডাৰ দয ছাল ষ্টথস্নণিাৰ ' -- আস্নণাজন কষ্টৰষ্টছল ; ষ্টমস্নণ ডদশৰ ষ্টফষ্টবন্ন 

প্ৰান্তৰ ৰা ষ্টফস্নদশৰ নািযস্নপ্ৰভীক ডগাৱালাৰা ষ্টজলাৰ দুগ্ভ গাঁওলল হল আষ্টহষ্টছল।  ডতওঁৰ ষ্টফষ্টশি 

নািকসভূহ হ ’ল- ‚ষ্টিখৰ, চানকণ, ৰূাষ্টলভ, লষ্টবতা, হদভ, ভাদাইণাহ ভুষ্টচ, দাংগাই, দাভুকষ্টচ ‛।  

২০০৯ চনত সংগীত নািক একাস্নেভীৰ ৰা ষ্টৰচালনাৰ ফাস্নফ ষ্টফছষ্টভল্লা খান ইউফা ুৰস্কাৰ আৰু 

২০১০ চনত আষ্টদতয ফকৰা ষ্টফৰলা কলা ষ্টকৰা ুৰুৰ্াকাস্নৰ সন্মাষ্টনত কৰা হণ। ২০১৮ চনৰ ৮ জুন 

তাষ্টৰস্নখ ভাত্ৰ ৪১ ফছৰ ফণসস্নত ডতওঁ এক ফৃহৎ হৃদমন্ত্ৰৰ ষ্টক্ৰণা ফন্ধ হহ ভৃতুযভুখত স্নৰ। ভৃতুযৰ 

সভণত ডতওঁ ত্নী আৰু দুিা সন্তানক এষ্টৰ হথ মাণ। আভাৰ সকস্নলাস্নৰ পালৰ ৰা শুক্ৰাচাম্য 

ৰাবাক  েদ্ধাঞ্জষ্টল জ্ঞান কষ্টৰস্নছা। 
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Invention of Imaginary Numbers 

 

 

Abhijyoti Khakhalary (B.Sc. 6th Semester) 

Before the 16th  century almost everyone considered the cubic 𝑒𝑞𝑛𝑠   

to be unsolvable. Back in those days mathematics wasn’t written down in 

𝑒𝑞𝑛𝑠    but with words and pictures. For thousands of years mathematicians 

were obvious to negative solutions to their eqns because they were dealing 

with things in the world. Sometime around 1510, Scipione Del Ferro (Italian 

mathematician) finds a method to solve depressed cubic’s (cubic equations 

without x squared term), but he tells no one about the finding except 

Antonio Fior. About 16 years later Gerolarno Cardano (Italian Polymath) 

discovers the solutions to the full cubic equations. Then one day Cardano 

comes across some cubic Equations that cannot be solved easily in the usual 

way. For example  𝑥3 = 15𝑥 + 4 , while trying to solve such problems, he 

encountered square roots of negative numbers; unable to see a way 

forward he avoided those cases. Few years later Italian mathematician 

Rafael Bombelli, seeing that square roots of negative numbers can neither is 

called neither positive nor negative. For example he wrote  2 +  121
3

 and 

 2−  −121
3

 as a combination of an ordinary number and the new type of 

number involving the square roots of -1 In this way he was able to find real 

solutions to these solutions which Cardiano couldn’t solve and thus began 

the use of imaginary numbers. 
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Math in Nature 

                                  Manosh Jyoti Rabha (Ex Guest Lecturer) 

The Fibonacci sequence: Leonardo Fibonacci is the inventor 

of this mathematical 

pattern, which is a 

simple yet important 

one. Starting with the 

numbers 1 and 1, this 

sequence, based on 

Fibonacci's "rabbit 

problem," progresses by 

adding the two numbers 

before it. As a result, the 

number 2 (1+1) follows 1 

and 1. The next number is 3 (1+2), then comes 5 (2+3), and so on. The 

series of numbers is remarkable because the natural world commonly 

contains them. 

One or two 

examples are the number 

of spirals, pineapples, 

seeds, or petals on a 

flower that can be 

discovered in diverse 

objects. The numbers in 

this sequence also  

A  
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appear in nature as shells and hurricanes, in addition to the 
distinctive shape known as a Fibonacci spiral. 

 

Fractals in Nature: The fractal is another intriguing 

mathematical form that can 
be found in nature. A fractal 
is a repeating, self-similar 
shape, meaning that the 
shape exhibits the same 
basic shape repeatedly. In 
other words, whether you 
zoom in extremely tight or 
very far, the shape is 
apparent. Fractals abound in 
our cosmos, including the 
branching of the neurons in 
our brains, tree branches, fern leaves, and tree branches. Learn 
more about fractals and how we now understand and apply them 
in our environment by visiting the Fractal Foundation.  

Hexagons in Nature: The hexagon is another amazing 

geometric shape created by 

nature. The shape of a regular 

hexagon, which has six equal 

sides, is frequently encountered in 

the environment. A bee hive is the 

most prevalent instance of a 

hexagon in nature.   
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Bees use a hexagonal tessellation to construct their hive.  

However, did you realise that every snowflake also has a 

hexagonal shape?  

The bubbles that make up a raft bubble also have hexagonal 

shapes. While bubbles are typically thought of as being spherical, 

when numerous bubbles are forced together on the water's 

surface, they take on the appearance of hexagons. 

 

Concentric Circles in Nature: A group of concentric 

circles is another typical shape found in nature. Concentric refers 

to circles with varying radii 

but the same central point. 

The circles are therefore 

stacked inside of one 

another and are of various 

diameters. A typical 

illustration is when 

something hits the surface of 

a pond and causes ripples. 

However, we also notice 

concentric circles in the layers of an onion and the tree rings that 

develop over time. If you live close to a forest, you may search for 

a downed tree to count the rings in or search for an orb spider 

web, which is made of nearly flawless concentric circles.    
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Math in Outer Space: Many of these same mathematical 

features can be observed in 

space, which is far from the 

planet earth. 

For instance, our 

galaxy is shaped like a 

Fibonacci spiral. The routes 

on which the planets orbit 

the sun are concentric. 

Additionally, we notice 

concentric circles in Saturn's rings. The symmetry between the 

earth, moon, and sun, which allows for solar eclipses, is also seen 

in outer space and is unique (as far as science can tell). The moon 

appears to totally conceal the sun when it travels between the sun 

and earth every two years. But given that the moon is so much 

smaller than the sun, how is this possible? 

The moon is roughly 400 times smaller than the sun, but it is 

also roughly 400 times farther away due to math, you see. A total 

solar eclipse, which doesn't appear to occur on any other planet, 

is made possible by this symmetry. Isn't nature wonderful?? 
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The Golden Ratio in the Human Body: Many of the 

proportions in the 

human body are said 

to be based on the 

golden ratio. These 

include the ideal face's 

shape and the 

proportion of the 

navel's height to the 

body's height. In fact, 

it is asserted that the 

golden ratio is related 

to almost all of the 

proportions of the 

ideal human face (see 

this article to find out 

more about such 

claims). But none of this is 

even nearly true. There are 

numerous potential ratios in the body, most of which fall between 

1 and 2. You will undoubtedly obtain figures that are near to the 

value of the golden ratio if you take enough of them into account 

(around 1.618). This is particularly true if the objects you are 

measuring are vaguely defined (as in the image on the left), as it 

is possible to change the description to obtain the desired 

proportions. Additionally, the human body has proportions that 

are nearly 1.6, 5/3, 3/2, the square root of 2, 42/26, etc. if you 

look closely enough. The majority of numbers between 1 and 2 

Any rectangle can be superimposed on a gorgeous 

face, and then it can be said that the rectangle's 

dimensions determine how beautiful it is. 
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will, in fact, have two body parts that approximate them in ratio. 

In the solar system, similar erroneous patterns have also been 

noticed (which also has lots of different ratios that you can choose 

from). Remember that no measurement will ever exactly match 

the golden ratio because it is an irrational number (see below). All 

of this is an illustration of how the human brain creates fictitious 

correlations. Indeed given enough data it is possible to find 

patterns that agree with almost any hypothesis. A good way to 

see this is to go outside on a nice sunny day and look at the 

clouds. Sooner or later you will find a cloud, which fits some 

novel pattern. As an example look at this BBC News article 

reporting on a "warrior queen" having been observed in a cloud 

pattern. This phenomenon can be quite dangerous when spurious 

correlations are found in data to prove a point. For example, they 

can lead to false accusations and even false convictions.  

 

Reference: 

 

1. https://mathgeekmama.com/math-in-nature/ 

2. https://mathgeekmama.com/math-in-nature/ 
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Empowerment of Tribal Women by Areca 

Nut Leaf 

Mintu Saud (B.Sc. 4th Semester) 
 

“Tamul” Leaf as it is called in Assamese, means Areca 
Nut Leaf. This row material is 
sourced from Areca Nut trees; 
which are abundantly available in 
the north-eastern state of Assam. 
These resources have been 
underutilized, and the availability 
of raw material-“Tamul” Leaf can 
be converted into a potential 
Industry by making plates, bowls, and other cutlery from 
the leaves. Electrically powered hydraulic plate making 
machines are used for this process. 

About Areca Nut plates Marketing Pvt. Ltd.  

Operating since 2010, Areca nut Plates Marketing 
Pvt. Ltd. Produces and markets biodegradable disposable 
dinnerware through community-owned Micro-Enterprises 
spread across North East India, like Assam, Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland, Tripura, and West Bengal. Their 
biodegradable dinnerware is made 
from Areca Nut Palm, which can 
only use when it matures and falls 
off naturally. 

 Areca Nut’s current 
capacity is 500,000 plates per 
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month, out of which 50 percent are exported. 

Areca nut envisages replacing 2000 MT of toxic 
disposable plates annually by 2025 and in the process 
generating employment for 20,000 rural women and 
youth. 

How Tribal women from rural area from Meghalaya 

made organic cutlery by using tree leaves 

Lady residents of Meghalaya’s small 

village Dehalbagan make single-use cutlery 

with easily biodegradable leaves. The petals 

we have been using are not very strong and 

cannot carry curry or liquid items in them; 

that are why these petals are replaced by 

either plastic or Styrofoam cutlery. Which are 

convenient to carry food but it takes more 

than 500 years to biodegrade. And we will 

find it very shocking that every month this 

single use of plastic and Styrofoam 

contributes more than 22,000 tonnes to our 

landfills and it is very huge. Resident ladies of Meghalaya 

have the solution to this problem. In Dehalbagan ladies 

along with gents work to run the household. But they 

didn’t earn enough so running the household was difficult. 

Then Varsha V. (a recipient of the SBI Youth for India 

Fellowship 2018-2019 batch) comes from an organization 

to this village and she noticed two things. First, the people 

of this village were very connected to nature. So they 
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tried to use natural things only so that nature is not 

Harm. And second ladies of the Garo Tribe were 

extremely hardworking and dedicated. When Varsha 

came here, she started spending time with the local ladies, 

and then she got to know that in North-east India, Areca 

Nuts are consumed with a lot of interest, and the large 

leaves are either used as fences or as a curtain or are 

simply thrown away. Then she said the ladies that if they 

make plates and bowls of these leaves, then she would help 

them to sell them in the market. Then 5 ladies of 

Dehalbagan started working on it. But to make cutlery, a 

machine was needed and they didn’t have money for a 

machine. So they took a loan from the bank and bought a 

machine with that money. And they make some plates 

and gave them to Varsha V. For sale, all the cutlery they 

had taken to the market was sold out and they got new 

orders too. The specialty of this cutlery is that is very 

strong and it doesn’t even harm the environment. That is 

why they got plenty of orders. 

Process 

To collect raw materials they were required to go to the 

jungle. Sometimes, they go 6-8 kilometres inside the jungle 

and so that they can get good quality leaves. After that, 

the collected leaves are dried under the sun for 6-8 days. 

Then these leaves are cleaned. Lastly, these leaves are 
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pressed by Machines to be given shapes, and after packing 

they are ready to be dispatched.  

This initiative is started in 2018, and the name “Go Garo” 

in which till date these women have made more than 

10,000 biodegradable and sustainable products and sent 

them to different places. One more interesting thing about 

them is that their packing is also eco-friend. Seeing the 

response to this business  

Youngsters from the village also got inspired, and they 

decided to handle the marketing of this company. This is a 

small initiative to strengthen the economic condition of 

the villagers of Dehalbagan. 

Benefits: 

1. 100% Eco-friendly, compostable after use. 
2. Compatible with hot/cold and liquid foods 
3. Non-toxic , non-odorous 
4. Creating business opportunities for local youth with 

local resources. 
5. Easily stored and transported. 
6. Cost-effective and very good shelf life. 

Many times we only notice the problems that exist 
around us and then ignore them and leave. But actually, 
if we find solutions to them even huge problems can solve 
together.Villagers women of the Dehalbagan Shows that’s 
example. 
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ষ্টকতা ঢাৰ প্ৰষ্টত আকৰ্্ণ 

ডজচষ্টভন ৰাবা (Guest Lecturer) 

আষ্টজকাষ্টল প্ৰাণ সকস্নলাস্নৱ ষ্টকতা ষ্টঢৱলল এষ্টৰ ষ্টদস্নছ। তাস্নৰ ষ্টবতৰত ষ্টকছু ভুষ্টিস্নভণ 

ভানুস্নহস্নহ এষ্টতণাও ষ্টকতাৰ লগত জষ্টডত হহ আস্নছ। ষ্টকন্তু  ষ্টকণ এস্ননকুৱা হহস্নছ এইস্নিা 

সকস্নলাস্নৱ জাস্নন । ষ্টমস্নহতু ফত্ভান ষ্টফজ্ঞান প্ৰমুষ্টিষ্টফদযাৰ মুগ।  ষ্টকতা ঢা সকস্নলস্নহ জাস্নন 

ডম – ষ্টকতা ঢাৰ আস্নভজস্নিাস্ননা ষ্টক! ক’ফলল গ’ডল ফত্ভান সভণত ল’ৰা – ডছাৱালীসকস্নল 

/ ছাত্ৰ- ছাত্ৰীসকস্নল আস্নভজস্নিা নাজাস্ননই । ষ্টসহঁতক ঢাৰ প্ৰষ্টত আকৰ্্ণ আষ্টনফললও 

ষ্টকতাত আষ্টজকাষ্টল ষ্টফষ্টবন্ন ধৰণৰ ছষ্টফ , হাঁষ্টহভুখীণা  আকৃষ্টত ইতযাষ্টদৰ ফযৱস্থা ডলাৱা ডদখা 

ডাৱা মাণ । কাৰণ ইহঁস্নত ষ্টকতাৰ সলষ্টন facebook, instagram, gaming ইতযাষ্টদতস্নহ 

ফযস্ত হহ ষ্টৰস্নছ।  

ষ্টকতা ঢাৰ ষ্টকছুভান বাল ষ্টদশস্নফাৰ হ ’ল- জ্ঞান ফৃষ্টদ্ধ হণ আৰু ভগজু তীক্ষ্ন  হণ  । 

ষ্টকতা ঢাৰ বাল অবযাস্নস  জীৱন আৰু জীৱন জীণাই থকাৰ প্ৰষ্টতবা ষ্টশকাই ষ্টদস্নণ। ঢাই 

আস্নানাক জীৱনৰ ষ্টফৰ্স্নণ অৱগত কষ্টৰফ াস্নৰ আৰু ফুষ্টদ্ধভান ফাছষ্টন আৰু সষ্টিক  ষ্টসদ্ধান্ত 

ডলাৱাত সহাণ কষ্টৰফ াস্নৰ। 

এই ভুহুত্ত আভাৰ ফাস্নফ আিাইতলক  ভহৎ শব্দ হহস্নছ ‘ষ্টকতা’। ষ্টকতাৰ ৃষ্টথৱীখন 

এখন ষ্টনস্নব্জল আৰু ষ্টিতীণফাৰ ইণাৰ ৰা ওলাফলল সভণ অথফা সষ্টন্ধ ডাৱা নাই । ইণাৰ 

লগত ষ্টমস্নণ ফনু্ধত্ব স্থান কষ্টৰস্নছ ডসই ফনু্ধত্ব অজৰ অভৰ । ভানুহৰ আিাইতলক বাল ফনু্ধ হল 

ষ্টকতা। সকস্নলাস্নৱ এষ্টৰ গস্নলও ষ্টকতাস্ন ডকষ্টতণাও এষ্টৰ নামাণ। ভানুহস্নফাৰ স্বাথ্ৰ ষ্টকন্তু 

ষ্টকতাৰ ৰা আষ্টভ ডমষ্টতণাই ইচ্ছা ডতষ্টতণাই জ্ঞা ন লষ্টবফলল সক্ষভ হও। ( ভানুহ ফনু্ধস্নৱ 

ভানুহক িষ্টগস্নলও ষ্টকতাস্ন ডকষ্টতণাও নিস্নগ । ) 
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এষ্টতণা ডকানস্নফাৰ ষ্টকতা ষ্টকষ্টনফা ফা ষ্টঢফৰ ফাস্নফ ষ্টনফ্াচন কষ্টৰফা এইস্নিা ফৰ োঙৰ 

ষ্টফৰ্ণ । এই ডগাস্নিই কথাস্নফাৰ ষ্টনব্ৰ কষ্টৰফ তুষ্টভ ডকস্ননকুৱা ধৰণৰ ষ্টকতা ষ্টঢ বাল ডাৱা 

তাৰ ওৰত। উদাহৰণস্বৰূস্ন- মষ্টদস্নহ তুষ্টভ সাধু ষ্টকতা ষ্টঢ বাল ডাৱা আৰু ভ্ৰভণ কাষ্টহনী 

ষ্টঢ বাল ডাৱা অথফা গষ্টণত কষ্টৰ বাল ডাৱা।স্নতস্ননহস্নল তুষ্টভ ডসইখন সাধু ষ্টকতা ষ্টকষ্টনফা 

ষ্টমখন সাধু ষ্টকতাৰ ৰা তুষ্টভ দুিা কথা ষ্টশষ্টকফ াষ্টৰফা ।  

ভ্ৰভণ কাষ্টহনীৰ  ষ্টকতা ডসইখনই ষ্টকষ্টনফা লাস্নগ ষ্টমখস্নন ডতাভাক ষ্টনষ্টদ্ি িাইখনৰ 

ষ্টফৰ্স্নণ ষ্টফসৃ্তবাস্নৱ জ্ঞান ষ্টদস্নণ আৰু গষ্টণতৰ ষ্টকতা ষ্টনজৰ ািযুষ্টিৰ ফাষ্টহস্নৰও ডসইখনই 

ষ্টকষ্টনফ লাস্নগ মৰ ৰা তুষ্টভ জাষ্টনফলগীণা কথা সকস্নলা সাঙুষ্টৰ তাস্নতালকস্নণা অষ্টধক নানা 

প্ৰকাস্নৰস্নৰ সভাধান কৰাত সহাণক হণ ফা ডকৌশল ষ্টশষ্টকফ ৰা । ষ্টকতা ষ্টনফ্াচনৰ প্ৰথভ 

কথা হ ’ল এস্নণই ডম, তুষ্টভ ষ্টফচৰা সকস্নলা ফস্তু তাত আস্নছস্নন নাই তাক ষ্টস্থৰ কৰা। এইস্নিা 

তুষ্টভ কষ্টৰফ াষ্টৰফা ষ্টকতাৰ লগত সম্পক্ থকা ফযষ্টিৰ সহাণতস্নহ। ডসস্নণস্নহ এই ডক্ষত্ৰত 

তুষ্টভ ূফ্ৱতী কাম্ ষ্টহচাস্ন ডতস্নখতৰ লগত কথা াষ্টতফ লাষ্টগফ।  

এিা কথা সদাণ ভনত ৰাষ্টখফা ডম অনয ষ্টম ষ্টকতাস্নই নঢা ষ্টকণ, ভহৎডলাকৰ জীৱনী 

ফা আত্মজীৱনীসভূহ অধযণনত ডহলা  নকষ্টৰফা। ভহৎডলাকৰ জীৱনাদশ্ন আৰু জীৱনৰ 

গষ্টতধাৰাই ফাি ডহৰুৱাজনক ডাহৰৰ ষ্টদশ ডদখুৱাণ। ডতওস্নলাকৰ সাধনা আৰু ষ্টচন্তা–চচ্াই 

ডতাভাক ডকাস্ননা কথা সম্পস্নক্ ষ্টসদ্ধান্ত ল ’ফলল সাহস আৰু ফাি ডদখুৱাফ। ডসস্নণস্নহ 

ভহৎস্নলাকৰ জীৱনী অধযণন সঁচালকস্নণ অষ্টত প্ৰস্নণাজন।  

আিাইতলক প্ৰস্নণাজনীণ কথাস্নিা হ ’ল ষ্টকতা ষ্টঢ উি ষ্টকতাৰ দৰকাৰী তথযৰ 

ডিাকাকৰণ । এখন ডিাকা ফহীত প্ৰস্নণাজনীণ কথাষ্টখষ্টন ডিাকাৰ ৰূত ষ্টলষ্টখ ষ্টছত ডসইষ্টখষ্টন 

আজষ্টৰ সভণত লুষ্টিণাস্নল ফহু কাভত আষ্টহফ। ডসস্নণ ষ্টকতা ঢাৰ ডক্ষত্ৰত এই কথা সদাণ 

ভনত ৰাষ্টখফা । 
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Date Conversion Table 

Tohidur Rahman (B.Sc. 2nd
 semester) 

 

Millennium 1000 years 

Century 100 years 

Decade 10 years 

Common Year 1 year or 365 days or 12 months 

Leap year 366 days or months 

Quarter 3 months 

Month 28-31 days 

Jan., Mar., May, July, Aug., Oct., 

Dec., -31 days 

Apr., June, Sep., Nov. -30 days 

Feb.-28 days for common year and 

29 days for leap year  

Week 7 days, 168 hours, 10080 minutes, 

604800 seconds 

Day 24 hours or 1440 minutes or 86400 

seconds  

Hour 60 minutes or 3600 seconds 

Minute 60 seconds 

Second Tik tak  

Mili second  10−3Seconds 

Micro second 10−6 second 

Nano second 10−9 second 

Pico second 10−12second 
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History about Some Mathematicians 

HYPATIA 

Dr. Bidyut Kalita (Head of the Department) 

Hypatia, the inaugural female mathematician, born around 355 CE and passing away in 

March 415 in Alexandria, was a multifaceted scholar 

encompassing the roles of mathematician, astronomer, and 

philosopher during a tumultuous period in the city's history. As 

the progeny of Theon of Alexandria, himself a distinguished 

mathematician and astronomer and the final documented member 

of the Alexandrian Museum, Hypatia inherited a legacy rooted in 

the preservation of Euclid's Elements, with Theon's noteworthy 

contributions extending to extensive writings, including 

commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest and Handy Tables. 

Hypatia, as the torchbearer of her father's intellectual 

pursuits, undertook a resolute endeavor to safeguard the Greek 

mathematical and astronomical heritage amid challenging 

circumstances. She stands as the earliest documented female 

mathematician, and while detailed information about her life and work is scarce, she is credited 

with commentaries on Perga's Conics (geometry) and Diophantus of Alexandria's Arithmetic 

(number theory), in addition to an astronomical table. Regrettably, these writings, which 

constitute the sole attributed works to her name, have been lost to history, although endeavors 

have been made to reconstruct fragments of their content. In her commentaries on Apollonius 

and Diophantus, Hypatia not only continued her father's program but also ventured into more 

recent and intricate domains, further enriching the mathematical and astronomical legacy left by 

her predecessors. 

In her era, she stood as the foremost mathematician and astronomer globally, holding the 

unique distinction of being the sole woman to claim such a position. Additionally, she garnered 

widespread popularity as a teacher and lecturer, captivating audiences with discussions on 

philosophical subjects of a less-specialized nature, attracting a devoted following of students. 

Her philosophical stance aligned with Neo-Platonism, a perspective deemed "pagan" 

during a time marked by intense religious strife between Christians (both orthodox and 

"heretical"), Jews, and pagans. Rooted in the pursuit of the One, an underlying reality partially 

reachable through human abstraction from Platonic forms—themselves abstractions from 

everyday reality—her philosophy guided her towards a life dedicated to virginity. 

The religious discord of her time manifested in the destruction of the Serapeum, the 

temple of the Greco-Egyptian god Serapis, orchestrated by Theophilus, Alexandria’s bishop until 

his demise in 412 CE. While this event may have marked the final demise of the great Library of 

Alexandria, potentially housed within the Serapeum, Theophilus, who was acquainted with 
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Synesius, an ardent admirer and student of Hypatia, spared her from the repercussions, allowing 

her to pursue her intellectual pursuits unhindered. 

However, the climate of tolerance shifted with the passing of Synesius and Theophilus 

and the ascension of Cyril to the bishopric of Alexandria. Shortly thereafter, Hypatia fell victim 

to a brutal murder at the hands of a group of Christian zealots. The degree of Cyril’s 

responsibility in this tragedy remains a subject of contentious debate. Regardless, Hypatia 

emerged as a potent feminist symbol and a beacon of affirmation for intellectual endeavors in the 

face of ignorant prejudice. While her intellectual achievements alone warranted the preservation 

and respect of her name, the tragic circumstances of her death added an even greater poignancy 

to her legacy. 

 

References: 

3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypatia 

4. https://www.britannica.com/biography/Hypatia 

5. https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Hypatia/ 
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SHAKUNTALA DEVI 

Dr. Mridul Dutta (Assistant Professor) 

 
Shakuntala Devi, often hailed as the "Human 

Computer," was an Indian author and mental 

calculator, born on November 4, 1929, and passing 

away on April 21, 2013. Renowned for her 

extraordinary talent, she earned a place in the 1982 

edition of The Guinness Book of World Records. Although she set the record 

on June 18, 1980, at Imperial College in London, it was only officially 

acknowledged posthumously on July 30, 2020. 

From an early age, Devi displayed her mathematical prowess, impressing 

observers at the University of Mysore despite lacking formal education. 

Committed to simplifying mathematical computations for students, she 

diligently worked towards this goal. In her later years, she authored a variety 

of books, spanning novels and works on astrology, algebra, and riddles. 

Notably, "The World of Homosexuals," a pioneering work by Devi, stands as 

India's first exploration of homosexuality, casting a positive light on the 

subject. Shakuntala Devi's contributions to mathematics, literature, and her 

progressive views on homosexuality have solidified her legacy as a 

trailblazer in multiple fields. 

Early life 

Shakuntala Devi was born on November 4, 1929, in Bangalore, Karnataka. 

Her father, C V Sundararaja Rao, previously a versatile performer in a 

circus—dabbling in trapeze acts, tightrope walking, lion training, and 

magic—discovered her extraordinary talent for memorizing numbers when 

she was just three years old. Recognizing her mathematical aptitude, he left 

the circus and took her on tour shows, showcasing her remarkable abilities 

without the benefit of formal education. 
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Despite lacking official schooling, Devi's prowess in mathematics became 

evident at the age of six when she delivered an impressive arithmetic 

demonstration at the University of Mysore. In 1944, she made the significant 

move to London, England. 

 

Mental calculation 

 

Devi showcased her mathematical prowess across various nations, including 

a visit to New York City in 1976 as part of her 1950 European tour. In 1988, 

she traveled to the United States for an examination of her skills by Arthur 

Jensen, a professor of educational psychology at the University of California, 

Berkeley. Jensen presented Devi with challenges, such as calculating the 

seventh root of 170,859,375 and the cube root of 61,629,875. Remarkably, 

before Jensen could record the answers (395 and 15, respectively), Devi 

swiftly provided them. Jensen documented his findings in the scholarly 

journal Intelligence in 1990. 

In 1977 at Southern Methodist University, Devi astounded observers by 

delivering the 23rd root of a 201-digit number in approximately 50 seconds. 

The result, 546,372,891, was verified by calculations performed by the 

UNIVAC 1101 computer at the US Bureau of Standards, requiring 

specialized software. The computational effort took longer than Devi's rapid 

mental calculation. On June 18, 1980, she demonstrated the multiplication of 

two 13-digit numbers, 2,465,099,745,779 and 7,686,369,774,870, chosen 

randomly by the Department of Computing at Imperial College London. In a 

mere 28 seconds, Devi accurately provided the result: 

18,947,668,177,995,426,462,773,730. The Guinness Book of World Records 

documented this extraordinary feat in 1982, with author Steven Smith noting 

its unprecedented nature. 

 

In her 1977 book, "Figuring: The Joy of Numbers," Shakuntala Devi 

elucidated several techniques she employed to perform mental computations. 

A reference to this insightful exploration can be found in the 1995 edition of 

The Guinness Book of Records. In response to a question about why children 
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harbor aversions to mathematics, Devi offered a profound perspective, 

stating, "Due to the incorrect strategy. Because it is treated as a topic". 

Devi asserted that mathematics is an integral part of every facet of life, 

encompassing time, one's date of birth, the food consumed, and the very air 

breathed. Having demonstrated mathematical aptitude since the tender age of 

three, she advocated for commencing arithmetic education at the age of six. 

According to Devi, this early initiation lays the foundation for a 

comprehensive understanding of mathematics. 

 

References: 
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1616398872.pdf 
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ZERO    
Hironmoy Rabha (B.Sc. 2nd

 Semester) 

 

In India, the historical origins of zero trace back to 

the 5th century, where the renowned mathematician and 

astronomer Aryabhatta introduced the concept. Originally 

represented by a dot, when zero transitioned to Arab culture, 

it adopted an oval shape, evolving into the familiar "0" we 

recognize today. Consequently, the Hindu-Arabic numeral 

system incorporates zero. Credited with the invention of 

zero as a follower of Aryabhatta, Bramhaputra began 

employing it in mathematical calculations during the 7th 

century. 

Zero made its way to the Middle East from India a 

century later, reaching China first. Around 773 AD, the 

mathematician Mohammad ibn-Musa al-Khowarizmi worked on equations that 

yielded zero. Subsequently, Fibonacci, an Italian mathematician, introduced zero to 

Europe circa 1200 AD. 

Initially termed 'Sunya' in Sanskrit when introduced in India, zero acquired 

the name 'Sifr' in the Middle East, and Italians referred to it as 'Zefero,' later 

shortened to "Zer'o" in French. The contemporary usage of the term "zero" is 

influenced by these historical derivations. Today, zero is a universally recognized 

and widely used numerical concept. 
 

 

Reference: 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/who-invented-zero  
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Priyanjit Rabha (B.Sc. 4th Semester) 

Archimedes of Syracuse performed the 

first calculation of π (287–212 BC), one of the 

greatest mathematicians of the ancient world. 

Archimedes approximated the area of a circle by 

using the Pythagorean Theorem to find the 

areas of two regular polygons: the polygon 

inscribed within the circle and the polygon 

within which the circle was circumscribed. 

Since the actual area of the circle lies between 

the areas of the inscribed and circumscribed 

polygons, the areas of the polygons gave upper 

and lower bounds for the area of the circle. 

Archimedes knew that he had not found the 

value of π but only an approximation within 

those limits. In this way, Archimedes showed 

that π is between 3(10/71) < π <3(1/7). 

Ptolemy, 400 years ago, calculated the value of 𝜋  to be 3.1416 using the 

Archimedes principle. 

According to the ancient Babylonian calculations, the area of a circle is 

three times its radius squared, which gave a value of 𝜋 = 3. A value of 3.125 

for π on a Babylonian tablet (circa 1900-1680 BC) is a closer approximation. 

The Rhind Papyrus (circa 1650 BC) provides insight into ancient 

Egyptian mathematics. The Egyptians calculated the area of a circle by a 

formula that gave the approximate value of 3.1605 for π. 

Zu Chongzhi (429-501), a brilliant Chinese mathematician and astronomer, 

took a similar approach. Although Zu Chongzhi would not have been 

familiar with Archimedes' method, little is known about his work because 

his book has been lost. He determined that 355/113 is the number for the 

ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter. To compute this accuracy for 

π, he must have started with an inscribed regular 24,576-gon and performed 
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lengthy calculations involving hundreds of square roots carried out to 9 

decimal places. 

In the 1700s, mathematicians started utilising the Greek letter π. The 

symbol was used by William Jones in 1706, but Leonhard Euler adopted it 

in 1737 and made it more widely used. 

A method of computing π based on probability was developed by a 

French mathematician named Georges Buffon in the eighteenth century. 

Renaissance in Europe Francois Viete proposed significant changes to 

Archimedes in 1593, and he devised the following formula: 
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Sir Isaac Newton in 1665 found arc functions related to 𝜋. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF INTEGRAL 

CALCULUS 

Kausik Singha (B.Sc. 2nd
 semester) 

 

What is the mathematical application of integral calculus? The concept 

of integral calculus has its roots in the early history of mathematics and can 

be traced back to the Greek mathematicians' approach of exhaustion. This 

technique was developed to address issues with computing solid body 

volumes, surface areas, and area of flat figures, among other calculations. 

Thus, it is possible to think of the exhaustion approach as an early integration 

method. The early period's most significant advancement in the exhaustion 

method was found in the writings of Eudoxus (440 B.C.) and Archimedes 

(300 B.C.). 

Calculus theory was first approached systematically in the seventeenth 

century. Newton started his work on calculus, which he called the theory of 

fluxions, in 1665. He utilized this theory to calculate the radius and tangent of 

curvature at any point on a curve. The anti-derivative (indefinite integral), 

also known as the inverse technique of tangents, is the fundamental idea of 

the inverse function that Newton developed. 

 Leibnitz wrote an article in the Acta Eruditorum in 1684–1666, which 

he named Canlculas summatorius because it dealt with the summing of 

several infinitely small areas, the sum of which he denoted with the sign "∫." 

In 1696, he modified this article to Calculus Integrali, per J. Bernoulli's 

recommendation. This was in line with Newton's inverse tangent approach. 

Both Newton and Leibnitz adopted quite independent lines of a 

radically different approach. However, respective theories 

accomplished practically identical results. Leibnitz used the notion of 

definite integral and what is quite certain is that he first clearly 
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appreciated the tie-up between the antiderivative and the definite 

integral. 

In conclusion, the work of P. de Fermat, I. Newton, and G. 

Leibnitz towards the end of the century produced the basic ideas and 

theory of integral calculus and mainly its links with differential 

calculus. But A.L. Cauchy didn't create this reasoning using the 

concept of limit until the early 20th century. Lastly, it is worth 

mentioning the following quotation by Lie Sophie’s: 

“It may be said that the conceptions of differential quotient and 

integral which in their origin certainly go back to Archimedes were 

introduced in science by the investigations of Kepler, Descartes, 

Cavalieri, Fermat, and Wallis....the discovery that differentiation and 

integration are inverse operations belongs to Newton and Leibnitz.” 
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Historical Note about Trigonometry 

Sundaram Rabha (B.Sc. 4th Semester) 

The study of trigonometry was first started in India. The ancient Indian 
Mathematicians, Aryabhata (476A.D.), Brahmagupta (598 A.D.), Bhaskara I (600 
A.D.) and Bhaskara II (1114 A.D.) got important results of trigonometry. All this 
knowledge went from India to Arabia and then from there to Europe. The Greeks had 
also started the study of trigonometry but their approach was so clumsy that when the 
Indian approach became known, it was immediately adopted throughout the world. 

In India, the predecessor of the modern trigonometric functions, known as the 
sine of an angle, and the introduction of the sine function represents one of the main 
contribution of the siddhantas (Sanskrit astronomical works) to mathematics. 

Bhaskara I (about 600 A.D.) gave formulae to find the values of sine functions 

for angles more than 90°. A sixteenth century Malayalam work Yuktibhasa contains a 

proof for the expansion of sin (A + B). Exact expression for sines or cosines of 18°, 36°, 

54°, 72°, etc., were given by Bhaskara II. 

The symbols sin−1 𝑥, cos−1 𝑥, etc., for arc sin x, arc cos x, etc., were suggested by the 

astronomer Sir John F.W. Hersehel (1813) The name of Thales (about 600 B.C.) is 

invariably associated with height and distance problems.He is credited with the 

determination of the height of a great pyramid in Egypt by measuring shadows of the 

pyramid and an auxiliary staff (or gnomon) of known height, and comparing the 

ratios: 

    
𝑯

𝑺
=
𝒉

𝒔
 = tan (sun’s altitude) 

Thales is also said to have calculated the distance of a ship at sea through the 

proportionality of sides of similar triangles. Problems on height and distance using the 

similarity property are also found in ancient Indian works.  
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Mathematics in Classical Music 

   Rajita Sharma (Ex-students) 

 Mathematics and music are connected. Almost every ancient 

civilized society, including the Greeks, Egyptians, 

Chinese, and Indians, investigated the 

relationship between music and mathematics. It 

was well known that renowned philosopher 

Plato loved music. According to a 2012 study, 

there is a 40% increase in brain power when 

taking mathematical exams when listening to 

music. Numerous mathematicians also have a 

passion for music. In music, a fundamental major 

chord has a mathematical description. The 

"Talas," or Ragas, are categorized in Indian 

classical music as "Barabar," "Dugun," "Tingun," 

and "Chougun," while the Layas are categorized as "Bilamvit," 

"Madhya," and "Druta" based on the tempo and interval between two 

successive notes. Furthermore, the Talasin table is categorized as 

Adilaya (3/2), Kuadilaya (5/4), Barabar (meaning 1), etc. According to 

the ancient Chinese philosopher Confucius, there are several essential 

truths found in music. Thus, we discover that mathematics and music 

have a lovely relationship.      
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An equation for me has no meaning, unless it expresses a thought of 

God 

              —Srinivasa Iyengar Ramanujan 

 

He is the inventor of the most important invention in mathematics –

ZERO  

 —Aryabhata 

 

As the sun eclipses the stars by his brilliancy, so the man of knowledge 

will eclipse the fame of others in assemblies of the people if he proposes 

algebraic problems, and still more if he solves them 

                  —Brahmagupta 

 

Pure mathematics is, in its way, the poetry of logical ideas  

                       — Albert Einstein 

 

Without mathematics, there’s nothing you can do. Everything around 

you is mathematics. Everything around you is numbers  

                          — Shakuntala Devi 

     Some Famous Quotes of Mathematics 
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Mathematics is the most beautiful and most powerful creation of the 

human spirit  

                — Stefan Banach 

 

We will always have STEM with us. Some things will drop out of the 

public eye and go away, but there will always be science, engineering, and 

technology. And there will always, always be mathematics 

— Katherine Johnson 

 

Mathematics as an expression of the human mind reflects the active will, 

the contemplative reason, and the desire for aesthetic perfection. Its 

basic elements are logic and intuition, analysis and construction, 

generality and individuality  

— Richard Courant 

 

Mathematics is the music of reason  

   — James Joseph Sylvester 

 

Mathematics knows no races or geographic boundaries; for 

mathematics, the cultural world is one country  

— David Hilbert 
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There should be no such thing as boring mathematics  

— Edsger W. Dijkstra 

  

 

 

 

‘Obvious’ is the most dangerous word in mathematics 

 — Eric Temple Bell 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics are the result of mysterious powers which no one 

understands, and which the unconscious recognition of beauty must 

play an important part. Out of an infinity of designs a mathematician 

chooses one pattern for beauty’s sake and pulls it down to earth 

— Marston Morse 

 

 

It is impossible to be a mathematician without being a poet in soul  

— Sofia Kovalevskaya 
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A mathematician who is not also something of a poet will never be a 

complete mathematician  

— Karl Weierstrass 

 

 

Mathematics compares the most diverse phenomena and discovers the 

secret analogies that unite them  

— Joseph Fourier 

 

 

Mathematics is not about numbers, equations, computations, or 

algorithms: it is about understanding  

— William Paul Thurston 

 

In mathematics the art of proposing a question must be held of higher 

value than solving it  

— Georg Cantor 

 

It is clear that the chief end of mathematical study must be to make the 

students think  

— John Wesley Young 
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Nature is written in mathematical language 

 — Galileo Galilei 

 

 

Mathematics has beauty and romance. It’s not a boring place to be, 

the mathematical world. It’s an extraordinary place; it’s worth spending 

time there 

 — Marcus du Sautoy 

 

 

To me, mathematics, computer science, and the arts are insanely 

related. They’re all creative expressions  

— Sebastian Thrun 

 

 

The study of mathematics, like the Nile, begins in minuteness but ends 

in magnificence  

— Charles Caleb Colton 

 

Wherever there is number, there is beauty 

 — Proclus 
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Mathematics is not a careful march down a well-cleared highway, but a 

journey into a strange wilderness, where the explorers often get lost. 

Rigor should be a signal to the historians that the maps have been 

made, and the real explorers have gone elsewhere 

— W.S. Anglin 

 

One of the endlessly alluring aspects of mathematics is that its 

thorniest paradoxes have a way of blooming into beautiful theories  

— Philip J. Davis 

 

The pure mathematician, like the musician, is a free creator of his 

world of ordered beauty  

— Bertrand Russell 

 

 

Just because we can’t find a solution, it doesn’t mean there isn’t one  

    — Andrew Wiles 

 

 

The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics  

       — Paul R. Halmos 
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The essence of math is not to make simple things complicated, but to 

make complicated things simple  

— Stan Gudder 

 

 

If people do not believe that mathematics is simple, it is only because 

they do not realize how complicated life is    — John 

von Neumann 

 

 

 

Mathematics consists of proving the most obvious thing in the least 

obvious way  

— George Pólya 

 

 

 

There are two ways to do great mathematics. The first is to be 

smarter than everybody else. The second way is to be stupider than 

everybody else but persistent 

 — Raoul Bott 
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Art Gallery 

  

Mandela Art by Jasmine Rabha    Art by Dhanjit Singha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Art by Biswajit Das                         Art by Manosh Jyoti Rabha 
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Art by  Jasmine Rabha Art by Biswajit Das         Art by Mintu Saod 

 

  

                                    Art by Manosh Jyoti Rabha                   Art by Biswajit Das     
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Events : 

Cultural Rally 

Mahoho (ভকহো-শ্হো)2017 

 

Under the Sal Tree (To tribute Sukrasarya Rabha) 2018 
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ভতৃ ণিল্প 

  

বোগৱত মোত্ৰো (2022) 
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বাওনা সংসৃ্কষ্টত (2023) 

 



 

Faculties (Profile photo)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Bidyut Kalita                        Dr. Mridul Dutta         Mr. Tusar Kanti. Das 

Miss Jasmine Rabha Mr. Manosh Jyoti Rabha 
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About Mathematics Department 

The Department of Mathematics at 

Dudhnoi College was established in 1976 

and offered mathematics as a general 

course at the H.S. level. The subject's 

core course first began in 1990. The 

department is currently expanding its 

staff of teachers. There are now 60 seats 

available in our department for 

undergraduate mathematics courses 

(general and honors). The department has 

200 students who were enrolled in 

degree-granting classes that include both 

major and general education 

requirements. The department's goal is to 

help students develop a conceptual grasp of the nature, structure, processes, and 

applications of mathematics so that they are better equipped to meet the difficulties 

in life. The department regularly organizes its departmental seminars, annual 

parent-teachers-students meet, alumni meet, students' counseling sessions, 

departmental educational tours, and outings in addition to its regular co-curricular 

activities like welcoming new students, bidding them farewell, and celebrating 

Teachers' Day. 

The department's tiny library contains more than 300 books and a few 

journals on mathematics that are continually available to students to meet their 

intellectual demands. The students have access to books that they can borrow, and 

there is space for eight to ten pupils to study and consult. 

There are also more than enough computers available with high-speed 

internet for academic purposes. To commemorate Srinivasa Ramanujan's birthday 

on December 22, a wall magazine is released every year. The department also 

features a lab for doing practicals with Mathematica software. Two guest lecturers 

and three full-time Assistant professors have improved the mathematics 

department as of right now.  The department maintains an award system (cash 

awards) for the students who obtained 80% and above in semesters in order to 

improve and motivate the pupils. 
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Name of Permanent Faculties: 

1. Mr. Amrit Kalita (Retired HOD) 

2. Mr. Kalayan Borpuzari (Retired HOD) 

3. Mr. Dilip Saha (Expired before retirement) 

4. Dr. Bidyut Kalita. (Present HOD) 

5. Dr. Mridul Dutta. 

6. Dr. Bharat Borah (Expired before retirement) 

7. Mr.Tusar Kanti Das. 

 

Name of Guest Faculties:  

1. Miss Jasmine Rabha 

2. Mr. Manosh Jyoti Rabha (leave) 

3. Mr. Dhajendra Rabha 
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Achievements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Biduyt Kalita completed Doctorate Degree in 2012. 

2. Mridul Dutta completed Doctorate Degree in 2022. 

3. Anindita and Dhajandra Rabha doing PhD. 

4. Dhajandra Rabha holds NET. 

5. Manosh Jyoti Rabha secures 2
nd

 position under GU in 2018 (B.A). 

6. Samaj  Rabha secure 1
st
 position under GU in 2020(B.A.) . 

7. Parag Jyoti Kalita has qualified JAM in 2023. 

8. Total no. of students doing higher education are 42 (2017-2023). 

9. Total no. of students job holders 20 (2017-2023).. 
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Some Photography click by our Faculties and Students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

            Captured by:                        Captured by:                             Captured by: 

            Biswajit Das                                        Abhijyoti Khakhalary                      Manosh Jyoti Rabha 
 

            Captured by:                        Captured by:                                   Captured by: 

            Rupjyoti Kalita                                         Tohidur Rahman                            Manosh Jyoti Rabha 
 

            Captured by:                        Captured by:                                  Captured by: 

            Sundaram Rabha                                    Lakhyajit Nath              Lakhyajit Nath 
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Some Snapshots 
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